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Abstract
This research first classifies both of spatial and cognition representations, and proposes a Lessened Strokes Exploration Model 
(LSEMver.1), which is a behavior model representing proactive exploration, equipped with a “lessened strokes principle” by 
introducing so-called “footprints,” and the research then examines the basic characteristics of this simulation model. Moreover, 
LSEMver.2 that represents imperfect recall (lapse of memory) is explained with its performance test. Thus, LSEMver.2 can be 
interpreted as the extension version of an existing exploration behavior model. A simulation analysis for LSEMver.2 is also 
illustrated for practical use in the Depa-Chika case.
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1. Introduction – imperfect recall in a pedestrian behavior model
In this research, a pedestrian model as a cognitive agent with Āregister,ā Āmemory,ā and Ārecallā is 
considered to be a particularly promising approach, and the research deals with the formulation of an agent 
simulation model that allows examination by checking with observation experiment data. In particular, lapses of 
memory, in other words, imperfect recall can occur at any time and have an influence on a pedestrian’s daily 
behaviors. In the context of decision-making theory, imperfect recall refers to a kind of bounded rational decision-
making models, which does not necessarily retain all of information obtained from the past behaviors (Rubinstein
(1998)). When a pedestrian on a space carries out proactive exploration behaviors, imperfect recall is an essential 
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human factor to introduce to a simulation; however, in spite of this, very few definitive research reports have been 
presented on any modeling or simulation that explicitly handles this factor. 
From among the existing models, the research focuses on EVACS that simulates Ānatural movementā; this 
model was studied and reported in the context of Space Syntax Theory(Penn & Turner (2001)). EVACS can be 
interpreted as a model simulating free exploration behaviors in an unfamiliar space; however, it is difficult to claim 
EVACS is an adequate model to deal with proactive exploration behaviors. Even so, EVACS allows “externalized 
representation” (or exosomatic approach in their terms) of a pedestrian’s cognitive map, and is capable of 
representing exploration behaviors based on the Visual Step Depth derived from Space Syntax Theory; from this 
viewpoint, the model has characteristics well-suited for conducting operational modeling and simulations of the 
exploration behavior of pedestrian agents.
As proactive exploration behaviors the following three types can be considered: 1) “wayfinding behavior in a 
narrow sense” with a given destination (Hoogendoorn, Bovy, Daamen (2002)); 2) “article-finding behavior” with a 
given article, with no explicit destination given (Natsume et.al. (2013)); and 3) “good-buy finding exploration” with 
information to judge continuation or termination of a behavior only available after being in close proximity to the 
article. The third exploration behavior is often observed in daily life, as seen in the Depa-Chika (department store 
basement); a diverse range of foods are displayed, and visitors walk around the crowded sales floor looking for food 
to eat at home in the evening. Food items change daily with a constant flow of special offers and seasonal delicacies. 
Shoppers are confronted with a bewildering array of choices and decision making is not straightforward. Under such 
circumstances during their exploration time, it is natural for a shopper to avoid repeatedly visiting the same aisle but 
on the other hand, since they are so preoccupied with choosing food, imperfect recall can sometimes be observed in 
which shoppers tend to forget their walk history.
This paper first classifies and examines spatial representation and how to deal with Ācognitionā in a pedestrian 
model, and then proposes the Lessened Strokes Exploration Model (LSEMver.1). This is a proactive exploration 
behavior model used on a fine grid space that is a discrete approximation of continuous space, and simulates 
“lessened-stroke” behaviors by introducing “footprints”; the paper also examines the basic characteristics of such a 
model. In addition, LSEMver.2, which represents imperfect recall (lapse of memory) by the disappearance of 
“footprints,” is also introduced and its characteristics studied to demonstrate that the model can be interpreted as an 
extended version of the existing exploration behavior models. Furthermore, as an application example, a Depa-
Chika case í a kind of proactive exploration behavior problem í is formulated, and simulation analysis for 
LSEMver.2 is conducted to indicate its capability of dealing with visitor agent tendencies, and at the same time, by 
examining the possibility of parameter extraction and model selection based on behavior experiments, the paper
discusses the practical use of this model.
2. Representations on cognition and space for pedestrian agents
A pedestrian simulation model representing Āregister, memory, and recallā requires an agent approach; such an 
approach can be broadly divided into two types according to whether or not to explicitly represent the internal model 
for an agent. One is an Āinternal model representation” in which an agent exists in the world and the agent 
internally has images of the world and behaves based on their “register, memory, and recall” concerning such world 
information; the other is an “externalized representation” in which an agent accumulates tokens to carry out 
“register, memory, and recall” in the world where the agent conducts behaviors (Fig. 1). The first approach is 
capable of detailed representation for “register, memory, and recall,” whereas the second approach has the 
advantage that it can 
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Fig. 1. Pedestrian agent and his/her cognitive map
Fig. 2. Space representations and walk-memory representation
compose an operational simulation model under the computational constraints. This research employs the 
“externalized representation” approach to conduct the simulation modeling of pedestrian spatial behaviors.
Moreover, when the modeling of pedestrian spatial behaviors is kept in mind, the representation of “world 
images” itself is dependent on the representation of space itself; exploration behaviors are also no exception to this 
fact.
When exploration behaviors in two-dimensional space are kept in mind, two types of spatial representation can 
generally be considered. One is a network representation that uses nodes and links, and the other is a coordinate 
representation in continuous space or fine grid representation that is a discrete approximation of continuous space. 
Especially in the network representation the node can be interpreted as a waypoint, a link as a way, and the network 
linking nodes as a path network. As shown in Fig. 2, space representation using a minimal axial map according to 
Space Syntax Theory, or using a medial line map according to computational geometry can be considered (Carranza 
and Koch (2013)). The network representation is intuitively easy-to-understand, and uses little computer memory. 
However, when a walkable space is irregular in shape, the line segment links in the network representation becomes 
increasingly complicated; in such a case, the continuous space representation or fine grid representation that is a 
discrete approximation of continuous space has an advantage.
In this connection, the above-mentioned EVACS model applied the Visibility Graph Analysis of Space Syntax 
Theory, and thereby became capable of simulating pedestrian Ānatural movementā as it is called by the 
developers Penn & Turner. This is an exploration behavior model based on the so-called longest sight line principle, 
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in which it is assumed that an agent on a certain position in a space represented by fine grids satisfies the visual field 
constraint, and the agent always walks in the direction of the longest sight line. In the thesis on EVACS, an agent 
demonstrates the behavior of frequently updating their walking direction in accordance with the “depth (length)” of 
the sight lines in the visual field, and the authors of this paper suggest that from among exploration behaviors, the 
EVACS can be interpreted as a model of free exploration behaviors aiming at the formation of a cognitive map in an 
unfamiliar space, under certain circumstances with no specific constraint.
This model can be easily extended to a principle in which the sum total of sight line lengths must be the longest, 
under the given upper limit for the Visual Step Depth (the minimum number of sight lines from a certain point 
through to another point). When this value is 1, as explained above for the EVACS, it can be interpreted as free 
exploration behavior; however, when the Visual Step Depth value exceeds 1, interpretation as an exploration 
behavior model differs. It is natural to interpret as a kind of behavior on the assumption that the agent has some 
degree or more of knowledge concerning a space.
In this model, however, the agent does not retain their Āmemoryā of space information obtained through 
walking. Although the agent has memory of the initial conditions, new Āmemoryā cannot be added; therefore, it 
should be noted that it is an inconsistent cognitive model. In many cases, such inconsistency is unnatural for 
pedestrian exploration behavior models.
The Lessened Strokes Exploration Model (LSEM) proposed by this research deals with a pedestrian model that 
registers walk history, or the so-called footprints, on a space to retain the Āmemoryā of space information 
obtained though walking, and avoids following in an agent’s footprints as much as possible. This pedestrian model 
is myopic, but behaves in a way to minimize the strokes, and therefore it can be interpreted as a proactive 
exploration behavior model, which differs from a free exploration behavior model. In addition, the footprints are a 
walk history, and the removal of these footprints enables the operational handling of a “lapse of memory.”
3. LSEM (Lessened Strokes Exploration Model) ver.1
The LSEM is a walking behavior model that attempts Ālessened strokesā by introducing Āfootprints.ā This 
model as much as possible avoids taking the same path; in this context, the LSEM is a model that can dynamically 
represent Āregister, memory, and recall” of space information obtained during walking behavior, and thus the 
above-mentioned inconsistency can be dissolved.
The behavior algorithm of the LSEM is now summarized. Firstly, let us consider a pedestrian agent located on a 
space represented by fine grids and facing in the direction of walking. In the space a wall is set along the perimeter, 
and a large number of shelves are irregularly arranged. The pedestrian agent has a visual field consisting of many 
“bins” divided into an equal angle centering on the walking direction. Each sector in the divided “bins” represents a 
candidate direction to be considered when changing the walking direction. The agent selects one direction that is the 
direct distance, namely the longest sight line, to a shelf or wall, and goes forward one unit length per one time-step, 
and continues to repeat this rule. Here, a set of sight line candidates is equal to an isovist, which is a region that is 
made up of a Visual Step Depth value of 1 in the Visibility Graph Analysis of Space Syntax Theory. When the 
Visual Step Depth value is 2 or 3, it is possible to consider extension; in this regard, the sight line length can be 
replaced with the sum total of lengths (Fig. 3).
In the LSEM, every time a pedestrian agent goes forward one unit length, they register a Āfootprintā in the 
space. For examination of the candidate directions, a lexicographic order is set according to the existence or 
nonexistence of Āfootprintsā on a sight line; hereinafter this is referred to as “footprint constraints,” and it should 
be noted that these constraints are weaker than the wall and shelf constraints (lower priority order). That is to say, 
firstly sight lines with no crossing of “footprints” are considered as candidates to select a direction, and only when 
no such candidates are found, sight lines that cross “footprints” are regarded as candidates, and then a walking 
direction is selected in accordance with the longest line principle. With regard to the “footprints,” as a token 
recording that the agent has passed through a sufficiently narrow path, three tiles (set as the almost same size as the 
pedestrian) are registered, where are on just one behind the direction of walking and its adjacent to the right and left 
ones.
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Fig. 3. An explanation of LSEM(Lessened Strokes Exploration Model) using footprint constraints on an example map
Table 1. Comparisons on redundancy on walks between LSEM and free-EM (Exploration Model)
Without Footprint Constraints With Footprint Constraints
Ave. S.D. Ave. S.D.
Visual Step Depth = 1 Number of Time-Steps 1890.32 1112.34 352.12 132.12 
Number of Tiles 4563.84 3180.43 227.74 241.22 
Visual Step Depth = 2 Number of Time-Steps 5747.96 3515.03 275.52 43.64 
Number of Tiles 15931.28 10339.78 92.82 43.77 
Visual Step Depth = 3 Number of Time-Steps 775.40 326.38 279.12 37.38 
Number of Tiles 1365.94 849.43 99.70 42.78 
With regard to the LSEM, firstly LSEMver1, which is a perfect model for the Āregister, memory, and recallā
of a pedestrian agent, is examined. Taking the space shown in Fig. 3 as an example, pedestrian simulations with or 
without footprint constraints are demonstrated. In the simulation, an agent stops walking when they have walked by 
30 of 40 shelves installed within the space (within distance 3). Here, attention is given to two indicators: the walk 
time (number of time-steps) and the number of tiles with duplicated footprints (number of duplicated tiles). The first 
indicator shows that the efficiency of proactive exploration behaviors was improved by the memory of the walk 
history; and the second indicator gives the degree of deviation from the “one stroke principle.” Table 1 shows the 
comparison results with and without footprint constraints, and with a Visual Step Depth value of 1, 2, and 3. In all 
cases, simulation was conducted 50 times, and average values and standard deviations of the walk time and the 
number of duplicated tiles are shown.
In all comparisons, it was confirmed that the introduction of the footprint constraints enabled a dramatic 
reduction in both the walk time and the number of duplicated tiles. Moreover, the two indicators had a high 
correlation, and it was also confirmed that both indicators signified a redundancy of walking behavior. These 
findings suggest that the LSEM with footprint constraints has a characteristic well-suited for a model of proactive 
exploration behaviors rather than free exploration behaviors.
When differences in the Visual Step Depth were examined, the most efficient walking was observed with 
footprint constraints and Depth 2; in the cases without footprints, it was clarified that walking was efficient in the 
Depth order of 3, 1, and 2.
By statistically analyzing behavior experiment data, it is theoretically possible to select which Depth model is the 
best fit.
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4. LSEM ver.2 by the Introduction of Tiny Bubble Break Type Forget Information
This section first explains LSEMver.2, to which a Ālapse of memoryā concerning the footprint register is 
introduced, as a model to represent a case where a pedestrian agentÿs Ārecallā of the walk history is imperfect, 
and then conducts simulation analysis to examine the characteristics of the model.
In the network representation, the memory of paths can be represented by setting a ĀWalkedā flag on a link, 
and the Ālapse of memoryā can be represented by laying down (cancelling) the flag; however, in the fine grid 
representation, such a method cannot operationally handle a “lapse of memory.”
Accordingly, it was decided that LSEMver.2 would handle a Ālapse of memoryā as follows: the Āwalk history
ā that is given as footprint register is regarded as a Āwalk memory,ā and a Ālapse of memoryā is represented 
by cancelling each Āfootprint tileā according to a preset probability called a “forget ratio,” and this is applied at 
the beginning of each time-step. Hereinafter this method is referred to as a “tiny bubble break type.” It should be 
noted that a forget ratio of 1 is practically equivalent to the condition without footprint constraints (unless a visual 
field is set for the rear). Therefore, by introducing the forget ratio as a parameter, it is possible to interpret 
LSEMver.2 as an extended model of existing free exploration behaviors.
However, in the network representation, a lapse of memory of a walked link can be easily represented by an 
exponential function that is an approximation formula of the forgetting curve discovered by Ebbinghaus et al, 
whereas the Āforget ratioā of the tiny bubble break type in the fine grid representation has the weakness that it is 
difficult to explicitly connect with the forgetting curve formula.
To examine exploration behaviors in an unfamiliar space, the Visual Step Depth value was set as 1, and 
simulation was conducted for the cases with several forget ratios and Fig. 4 shows the results. The same conditions 
as Table 1 were applied for Fig. 4. Here, when the walk time (number of time-steps) was focused on as a 
redundancy indicator, it was confirmed that the walk time showed a monotonic increase in relation to the forget 
ratio. This suggests the following: when a forget ratio parameter can be assumed based on the behavior experiment 
data, it is theoretically possible to judge whether the relevant behavior is closer to a proactive exploration behavior 
or a free exploration behavior.
Fig. 4. Redundancy Analyses on “Fragment Forget Ratios”
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5. Simulation analysis of LSEMver.2 in the Depa-Chika case
As an application example of the pedestrian agent simulation using the LSEM, simulation analysis is now 
conducted for a Depa-Chika case. Here, Fig. 5 represents the food sales floor, and it is assumed that food items are 
placed in 40 sections. A utility value for each food is given in advance on the assumption of uniform distribution, 
but a visitor agent cannot know the utility value until they are in close proximity to the relevant food. Then, to 
maximize the utility, a situation where one food is purchased is considered; however, the agent cannot purchase a 
food that they have skipped once. In addition, it is assumed that the space is unfamiliar to the agent; the Visual Step 
Depth value is 1; and there are “footprint constraints.” It should be noted that because of “footprint constraints,” the 
agent has little opportunity to return to a food shelf that they have skipped.
On this occasion, if the Āone stroke principleā is guaranteed, this can be formulated as a cardinal payoff 
problem, which is a kind of optimal stopping or secretary problem (Bearden, 2006). In this problem, an optimal 
stopping rule is known. It is also known that the expected utility value V is maximized by the natural number c that 
is either rounding up or down the square root of the number of the food sales sections n, as seen in the formula 
below. Therefore, by assuming c to be the “number at which the judgment for stopping starts,” foods are skipped up 
to that number, and an expected utility value (threshold utility value) at that number is found in advance, and from 
the c time onward, when the agent comes across a food that exceeds the “threshold utility value,” the agent stops and 
makes a purchase. The optimal rule (rational decision-making) in this problem is as follows: the value for c is 7, and 
when c is set to be 7, the threshold utility value is 7/8 because of the uniform distribution characteristic.
Table 2 shows the simulation results of the Depa-Chika case with five different levels of forget ratio. The left 
column shows a Ārationalā case corresponding to the above-mentioned optimal stopping rule; the middle column 
shows an Āimpatientā case where the agent was impatient in their selection of foods; and the right column shows 
a “too patient” case. When the results were examined, in most cases the utility values of the purchased foods were 
close to the theory value in uniform distribution. The number of time-steps showed an increase in the order of 
“impatient,” “rational,” and “too patient.” Moreover, when the rational case was focused on, the most efficient 
walking in the relation between the forget ratio and the number of time-steps was the case with a forget ratio of 0.05, 
and regarding efficiency a convex shape appeared to be formed (however, it should be noted that the standard 
deviations on both sides of the forget ratio were high). However, no clear tendency could be found for the relation 
with the forget ratio in the “impatient” and “too patient” cases; these require further examination.
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Fig. 5. An explanation of LSEM(Lessened Strokes Exploration Model) on a Depa-Chika map
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Table 2. Simulation results of simulation in the Depa-Chika case
Fixed Threshold = 0.857 Fixed Threshold = 0.667 Fixed Threshold = 0.875
Ave. S.D. Ave. S.D. Ave. S.D.
Forget Ratio = 0 Number of Time-Steps 109.10 103.23 55.30 28.87 134.82 98.42 
Gained Value 0.93 0.04 0.83 0.10 0.94 0.04 
Forget Ratio = 0.01 Number of Time-Steps 106.54 99.01 52.30 17.42 119.96 63.85 
Gained Value 0.92 0.04 0.81 0.09 0.94 0.04 
Forget Ratio = 0.03 Number of Time-Steps 103.32 58.26 53.60 24.01 205.52 321.35 
Gained Value 0.92 0.04 0.85 0.10 0.93 0.03 
Forget Ratio = 0.05 Number of Time-Steps 100.66 81.85 58.44 32.30 137.40 78.64 
Gained Value 0.92 0.04 0.82 0.09 0.94 0.03 
Forget Ratio = 1 Number of Time-Steps 124.84 167.10 60.92 27.03 184.90 402.66 
Gained Value 0.93 0.04 0.83 0.09 0.94 0.03 
6. Concluding remarks
Based on the premise that the existing exploration behavior model on a fine grid space can be interpreted as a 
free exploration behavior model, this research introduced Ā footprintsā as walk memory, and used weak 
constraints in the form of Āfootprint constraints” to newly develop a proactive exploration behavior model LSEM, 
which attempts “lessened strokes,” and through simulations, the research examined its characteristics.
The LSEM can be extended by using the Visual Graph Analysis (VGA) of Space Syntax Theory. It is also 
possible to select a model that uses behavior experiment data or a model that supports space information already 
known by a pedestrian.
Next, to represent imperfect recall in a cognitive agent, LSEMver.2 was developed by introducing a forget ratio 
for the tiny bubble break type. The introduction of the forget ratio parameter allows us to interpret LSEMver.2 as an 
extended version of existing free exploration behavior models, capable of making a composite model with proactive 
exploration behaviors. It can be considered that the LSEMver.2 is able to assume forget ratio parameters based on 
the experiment data of free exploration behaviors, particularly behavior redundancy data.
From among proactive exploration behaviors, the LSEMver.2 is suitable as a model for good-buy finding 
exploration. To present a simulation example, a simulation experiment was conducted for a Depa-Chika case. In the 
experiment, Ālapse of memoryā was interpreted as a degree of deviation from the “lessened strokes principle,” 
and parameterization was conducted for the degree of deviation from the rationality of the stopping rule; it was thus 
confirmed that the LSEMver.2 is a spatial behavior model for pedestrian agents, capable of simulating more realistic 
behaviors based on the experiment data.
The future tasks to be tackled are model identification and parameter assumptions by using observation 
experiment data.
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